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Two orogens e One shear belt: 1 Ga of repeated deformation
along the Central Tanzanian Shear Belt
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Abstract

The Central Tanzanian Shear Belt (CTSB) constitutes a 300-km long WeE trending dextral shear belt that was active during Paleoproter-
ozoic and Neoproterozoic orogenies. It formed along the southern margin of the Archean Tanzania Craton that acted as rigid indenter during
both orogenies. Based on structural and microtextural methods several deformational stages have been identified. Paleoproterozoic shear is re-
corded in the 1.8e2.0 Ga old magmatic Usagaran Belt. This shear was accompanied by vast melt intrusions in a hot and soft crust leading to low
strain and coaxial flow. It ceased in an exhumation phase with localized non-coaxial shear followed by the deposition of nonconform sediments
dated around 1.9 Ga. In the Neoproterozoic, the CTSB is found as reactivated shear zones in the Usagaran Orogen and as megascale shear zone
in the metamorphic Mozambique Belt. It is a release (or counterflow) structure that evolved in the course of crustal thickening in a strong crust
around 0.6 Ga. Along the strike of the Neoproterozoic CTSB syntectonic conditions change from localized brittle shear along the Tanzania Cra-
ton to distributed high temperature coaxial shear in the eastern section of the orogen’s root. This goes along with a significant change in
microstructures and LPO patterns.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mobile belts and crustal-scale shear zones frequently
evolve along or parallel to pre-existing structures and can be
found worldwide throughout the geological history. In the Pre-
cambrian mobile belts of Tanzania some of these megascale
shear zones penetrate different crustal levels and offer the pos-
sibility to reconstruct their complex tectonic history and their
role during Proterozoic plate tectonics. Despite the fact that
the East African mobile belts have been intensely studied in
the past mainly by geochronological, geochemical and petro-
logical means (Wendt et al., 1972; Kröner, 1977; Maboko,
2000; Möller et al., 2000; Muhongo et al., 2001; Reddy
et al., 2003, 2004; Collins et al., 2004; Collins and Pisarevsky,
2005; Tenczer et al., 2006) there is only little knowledge about
the existence and the structural evolution of their associated
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shear belts (Hepworth, 1972; Daly, 1988; Shackleton, 1973;
Fritz et al., 2005).

Recent studies revealed the existence of several WeE trend-
ing crustal-scale shear belts that cut the overall NeS trend of
the East African Orogen and that were possibly repeatedly ac-
tive in the Proterozoic (Fritz et al., 2005). Shear fabrics extend
over some 100 km from the margin of the Tanzania Craton in
the west and continue eastwards through the Paleoproterozoic
Usagaran and the Neoproterozoic Mozambique Belt. One of
these shear belts has been defined as Central Tanzanian Shear
Belt (CTSB) by Fritz et al. (2005) (Fig. 1). The CTSB was
identified as release structure during the collision of East- and
West-Gondwana governed by the indentation of the Tanzanian
Craton in the Neoproterozoic. It has been shown that along the
CTSB relic Paleoproterozoic shear fabrics are found in the
Usagaran Belt.

In this study, we provide a detailed structural and microtex-
tural analyses of the CTSB with focus on the Paleoproterozoic
Usagaran Belt and its Neoproterozoic overprint along the
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Fig. 1. (a) Lithological units as well as strike and dip in the study area compiled from the available geological maps from the Geological Survey of Tanzania. Insert

shows the position of the study area in a sketch outlining Gondwana. The Usagaran granitoids are redrawn after Wendt et al. (1972). (b) The location of key out-

crops in the Usagaran Belt is given on a map showing the strike line contours and shear zones that can be inferred as Paleoproterozoic relics of the CTSB. (c)

Location of key outcrops and strike line contours in the Neoproterozoic CTSB. The Neoproterozoic CTSB is outlined. The coordinates of the outcrops are the

following: Ruaha NP: S 7�42059.100 E 34�54000.000; Mloa: S 7�39026.700 E 35�24012.100; Iringa: S 7�42027.900 E 35�43054.900; Python Point: S 8�08050.400 E

35�01037.500; Chanderusi: S 8�02052.800 E 35�25047.000; Magalilwa: S 8�00031.300 E 35�42016.300; Ilula: S 7�40012.700 E 36�03003.900; Lukozi River: S 7�35.4660

E 36�20.1250; Ruaha River valley: S 7�34032.200 E 36�45013.500; Kidatu: S 7�38034.600 E 36�53056.600.
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southern margin of the Tanzania Craton. This area is largely
unexplored but allows excellent insight into the complex his-
tory of Paleoproterozoic tectonics in East Africa. We discuss
the mechanisms behind the localization and reactivation of
large-scale shear zones that form particular geometries in the
different crustal levels at different times. Furthermore, we
compare our results with the kinematic model from the study
area suggested by Daly (1988). Our methodical approach is
a structural study based on detailed field work at outcrop scale.
Several key outcrops are discussed where the different stages
of tectonic evolution of the CTSB can be inferred. Kinematics,
deformation mechanisms and rheology are deduced from thin
sections with analyses of microstructures and lattice preferred
orientation patterns of rock forming minerals.

2. Geological framework

The study area is part of the East African Orogen (Stern,
1994), which is a northesouth striking belt, that formed during
the Neoproterozoic collision of West- and East-Gondwana
fragments. This mobile belt can be traced along several thou-
sands of kilometres along East Africa exposing largely upper
crustal sequences in the northern part (Arabian Nubian Shield)
and lower crustal sequences in the south (Vail, 1985; Stern,
1994). In Tanzania the East African Orogen is also referred
to as Mozambique Belt, which formed by westward nappe
stacking onto the Archean Tanzania Craton during the Neopro-
terozoic at ca. 640 Ma (Möller et al., 2000; Muhongo et al.,
2001; Sommer et al., 2003; Fritz et al., 2005). Along the south-
eastern margin of the Tanzania Craton the Neoproterozoic
nappe sequence is not in direct contact with the Archean
Craton. Here, the Mozambique Belt is tectonically juxtaposed
to the pre-existing Paleoproterozoic Usagaran Belt along
a stepwise boundary (Fig. 1a). The Usagaran orogeny occurred
around 1.8e2.0 Ga, approximately coeval with the consolida-
tion of other Paleoproterozoic terranes, e.g. the Ubendian Belt,
exposed to the southwest of the Tanzanian Craton (Daly,
1988). The Usagaran Orogen is a predominately magmatic
belt (Wendt et al., 1972; Maboko and Nakamura, 1996;
Collins et al., 2004) with its widest extension south to south-
east of the Tanzania Craton. There are some major differences
between the broad southern Usagaran Belt (where the CTSB is
localized) and the narrow Northern Usagaran Belt (along the
NeS trending Craton boundary). The Southern Usagaran
Belt is dominated by magmatic rocks, e.g. granodiorites, mon-
zogranodiorites and tonalities that intruded a metamorphic
basement mainly consisting of felsic orthogneisses and mig-
matites. Wendt et al. (1972) have intensely studied these mag-
matites and classified the ‘‘Usagaran granitoids’’ into three
different types: pre-, syn- or post-Usagaran magmatic bodies.
According to Wendt et al. (1972) the granitoids can be divided
into a (1) foliated type, (2) weakly deformed type and (3) un-
deformed post-tectonic granitoids (Fig. 1a). A cover sequence
within the southern Usagaran Belt is the volcanoesedimentary
Ndembera Group, constrained at ca. 1.9 Ga (Wendt et al.,
1972; Collins et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 2005b). We consider
the Ndembera Group as an important time marker because it
nonconformly overlies the Usagaran metamorphic basement
and partly the granitoids. The succession consists of acidic
(andesitic) tuffs, dacites and rhyolites and low-grade metamor-
phosed sediments (quartzites and shales). Sedimentary cover
sequences are also found as thin, sheared slices along the bound-
ary of the Craton (Konse Group) and along the Usagaran/
Mozambique Belt boundary south of Iringa (Magalilwa Group)
(Fig. 1). Both sedimentary groups mainly consist of muscovite-
bearing quartzites and conglomerates. The Konse Group has
been stratigraphically correlated with the Ndembera Group
(Mruma, 1995).

Northwards, along the eastern margin of the Tanzania
Craton the Usagaran Belt becomes much narrower and changes
its strike from NEeSW to NeS orientation (Fig. 1a). Here the
rock suite is dominated by pre-intrusive metamorphic base-
ment composed of migmatic gneisses, metasedimentary se-
quences but also 2.0 Ga old eclogites. Eclogite facies was
overprinted by amphibolite facies metamorphism at
>1991 Ma (Collins et al., 2004; Möller et al., 1995). The
northern Usagaran Belt is also strongly influenced by greens-
chist facies deformation during westward Neoproterozoic
nappe emplacement onto the Tanzania Craton and has there-
fore a different structural style (Reddy et al., 2003).

To the east of the Usagaran Belt, the Western Granulites of
the Mozambique Belt are exposed (Fig. 1c). These are metamag-
matic and metasedimentary rocks (metapsammites and metape-
lites), mainly reworked from the Tanzania Craton and the
Usagaran Belt and metamorphosed during the Neoproterozoic
orogenic cycle (e.g. Sommer et al., 2005a; Vogt et al., 2006).
The structural style of the Mozambique Belt is characterized
by forward propagation of thrusts emplaced onto the Tanzania
Craton with deepening of the basal decollement level from
west to east (Reddy et al., 2003; Fritz et al., 2005). The western-
most section of the Western Granulites exhibits gneisses with
greenschist to lower amphibolite facies whereas in the east gran-
ulites facies rocks are found. The Neoproterozoic tectonics re-
solved in different structures north and south of the Ruaha
River valley in the Western Granulites (Fig. 1c). North of the
Ruaha River a flat-lying thrust and fold belt developed with
northesouth oriented strike line contours. South of the Ruaha
River valley strike line contours show an arcuate bending that
grades from NeS to WeE strike approaching the Ruaha River
valley. This deflection of strike lines has previously been inter-
preted as response to shear along the CTSB (Fritz et al., 2005).

The boundary between the Usagaran and the Mozambique
belts is mainly defined by the first regional appearance of Neo-
proterozoic mica cooling ages (Wendt et al., 1972) and pene-
trative ductile Neoproterozoic deformation (Fritz et al., 2005).
The easternmost units of the Mozambique Belt in Tanzania
comprise the Eastern Granulites, which are defined as a differ-
ent Meso/Neoproterozoic terrane (Fritz et al., 2005). These
units are not discussed here.

3. Methodology

The structural study scales down from map scale over out-
crop observations to the analyses of microstructures and



Fig. 2. Representative outcrop photographs and structural data from locations, where the Paleoproterozoic tectonics is seen along the CTSB in the Usagaran Belt.

Structural data are shown in lower hemisphere equal area plots of foliation planes (fp) and stretching lineation (sl). Foliation (great circles) and lineation (cross)

forms are given for key outcrops. (a) Migmatic basement gneisses around Iringa with melt schlieren and sec fabrics in the non-migmatic part of the rock indicating

dextral shear. (b) Structural data for the Usagaran Basement around Iringa. (c) The steeply dipping banded orthogneisses close to Python Point show dextral shear

of ductile folds in dm-scale. The dark bands are mainly composed of retrograde minerals like epidote and chlorite. This fabric occurs immediately below the non-

conformity to flat-lying quartzitic sediments that have been deposited coeval with the Ndembera succession. (d) Structural data for the key area Python Point

containing both, steeply dipping strike slip zones and data of the flat-lying nonconformity. (e) The co-author Harald Fritz working on the nonconformity at

the outcrop Python Point. (f) Summarizing sketch with the main structural features of the outcrop Python Point. (g) This outcrop close to Mloa is an excellent

example for the timing of deformation. The foliated gneiss has been deformed before the Usagaran granitoid intruded around 1.8 Ga (Wendt et al., 1972). No

later overprint can be seen. (h) Summarizing sketch with the main structural features of the outcrop Mloa.
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mineral textures. Map scale observations cover a stripe of ca.
200� 50 km and aim to identify widths, trend and geometry
of the CTSB. The study on outcrop structures includes classi-
cal overprint criteria to distinguish succession of structural
events. An important role to elaborate Paleoproterozoic and
Neoproterozoic tectonic features takes the ca. 1.9 Ga old Ndem-
bera Group. This single deformed volcanoesedimentary suite
nonconformly overlies an intensely deformed basement. In
addition time relations between pluton emplacement and tecton-
ics have been used to put relative age constraints on deforma-
tion. From ca. 200 studied outcrops along the CTSB key
outcrops were selected that show typical structural association
of Paleoproterozoic and Neoproterozoic events.

The microstructural analysis was performed to constrain
and approve sense of shear and succession of events, but
even more important, to put constraints on the variation of
temperature dependent deformation mechanisms. We follow
the systematic given by Stipp et al. (2002) that has been adop-
ted by Fritz et al. (2005) for the requirement of the study area.
In general, we distinguish with rising temperature conditions
a change from bulging (BG), subgrain rotation (SR), grain
boundary migration (GBM) and diffusional processes.

Selected samples were studied for lattice preferred orienta-
tion (LPO) pattern of quartz by the use of a conventional
U-stage and X-ray texture goniometry. Polished rock chips
were placed in the X-ray beam of a Bruker AXS texture goni-
ometer (wavelength CuKa¼ 1.5418, beam current¼ 40 kV
and 40 mA) used in reflection mode. Eight lattice planes
(h100i, h110i, h102i, h200i, h201i, h112i, h211i, h113i) have
been directly measured, lattice planes h001i, h101i and
h011i were calculated using the orientation density function
(ODF) based on the harmonic method of Roe (1965) and
Bunge (1981). Quartz c-axes and hai-axes from which crystal
glide plane and glide direction are commonly inferred are dis-
played on stereo plots. For detailed description of the technical
procedure see Wenk (1985).

LPO patterns, although influenced by strain rate, grain size,
fluid activity, etc., provide information on temperature depen-
dent glide systems and kinematics (e.g. Lister and Hobbs,
1980; Schmid and Casey, 1986; Kruhl, 1996; Passchier and
Trouw, 1996; Law et al., 2004), the flow geometry and the
quality (i.e. vorticity) of flow (e.g., Vissers, 1989; Law
et al., 1990; Wallis, 1992) and thus complete the microstruc-
tural study. The flow geometry is inferred from quartz c-axes
patterns in which the central girdle segment develops orthog-
onal to the flow plane in both simple and general shear (Lister
and Hobbs, 1980; Platt and Behrmann, 1986; Vissers, 1989;
Law et al., 1990; Wallis, 1992). Under these assumptions the
angle (b) between the perpendicular girdle to the central girdle
and the foliation is equal to the angle between the flow plane
and the flattening plane of strain and may be used to estimate
the mean kinematic vorticity of flow (Wallis, 1992; Grasemann
et al., 1999). Information on the strain geometry can be
obtained from hai-axes patterns. Accepting models that pre-
dict hai-axes to represent direction of flow, maxima distributed
along the periphery of the stereo plot are interpreted to repre-
sent deformation close to plane strain (Lister and Williams,
1979). Consequently, non-peripheral hai-axes maxima are
considered as hint for three-dimensional, nonplane strain
deformation.

4. Paleoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB

A striking feature of the Southern Usagaran is that the ma-
jority of the exposed rock volume is made up of magmatics
mainly derived from calcalkaline rocks. These include the
metamorphic basement (migmatites and orthogneisses) that
is deformed at high temperature conditions. Variably deformed
granitoids intruded this basement around 1.8 Ga and occasion-
ally the cover which is represented by the 1.9 Ga old volcanoe
sedimentary Ndembera Group. These magmatic rocks are
important time markers in order to identify relics of Paleopro-
terozoic structures along the CTSB.

4.1. Field observations and macrostructures

4.1.1. Basement (around Iringa)
Deformation in the Usagaran Basement generally produced

high temperature (HT) fabrics including vertical, WeE to
NEeSW trending foliation planes as seen in the area around
Iringa (Fig. 2a, b). A HT dextral shear belt is defined from
shear fabrics. The majority of basement rocks constitutes fel-
sic gneisses composed of quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar and
biotite that occasionally display migmatic segregation. Mafic
xenoliths (pyroxenite and amphibolite) are also incorporated
into shear tectonics. In the migmatite deformation intensity
was low and partly assisted by melt (low strain melt enhanced
Fig. 3. Photomicrographs from thin sections with typical microstructures and mineral assemblages of the key areas for Paleoproterozoic CTSB features in the

Usagaran Belt. The images generally show sections parallel to the stretching lineation and perpendicular to the foliation. Mineral abbreviations are: Kfs, K-feld-

spar; Pl, plagioclase; Fsp, feldspar; Qtz, quartz; Ms, muscovite; SR, subgrain rotation; GBM, grain boundary migration; and D, disc quartz. (a) The migmatic

gneisses of the Usagaran Basement exhibit high temperature deformation as shown by core-mantle structures of Kfs and grain boundary migration of Qtz. (b)

Ribbon quartz is a typical feature for the Usagaran Basement gneisses. (cef) Lower hemisphere equal area plots showing the preferred orientation of quartz

(hci- and corresponding hai-axes) for the Paleoproterozoic (Pre-Ndembera) deformational phases found along the CTSB. Thin sections of the quartz fabric of

the various samples are added. (c, d) MB262: Usagaran Basement from Dabaga. (e, f) MB288: Python Point. In thin section this is a previous mylonitic augen-

gneiss from the Usagaran Basement (below the nonconformity at Python Point), which is intensely retrogressed by greenschist minerals like Chl, Ep and saussurite

in Pl. In all diagrams the trace of foliation that approximates the maximum extension direction X is oriented WeE, Y is the centre and Z, the direction of minimum

extension is NeS. Contoured lines are multiples of random. (g) This quartzitic sandstone is deposited on the nonconformity at Python Point. (h) An example for the

Ndembera volcanics. Lithic fragments and an idiomorphic Pl-column flow in a fine-grained to glassy matrix of this ignimbritic rock type. The original rock fabric is

only mildly deformed and metamorphosed as seen in very fine-grained Ms growth in the strain caps around Pl.
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deformation) characterized by schlieren and melt segregation.
This initial deformation phase is referred to as phase 1.

4.1.2. Basementecover relationship (Python Point)
A nonconformity between Usagaran Basement and cover is

well exposed in a spectacular outcrop called Python Point
(Figs. 1b, 2cef). Here the basement gneisses display a vertical,
WeE trending mylonitic foliation with a depositional contact
to weakly metamorphosed, horizontally bedded sandstones
and tuffs (Ndembera Group). The WeE trending mylonitic
shear zone is composed of basement gneisses (augengneisses
and amphibolites) below the depositional contact. Dextral
sense of shear is inferred from strain shadows around feldspar,
sec fabrics and intrafolial shear folds (Fig. 2c). The mylonitic
foliation is associated with a pronounced horizontal stretching
lineation and significant strain (Fig. 2d). This deformation oc-
curred at lower temperature conditions compared to phase 1
and is referred as phase 2. An initially amphibolite facies fab-
ric was intensely retrogressed during deformation phase 2 as
indicated by the growth of chlorite and epidote either parallel
to the foliation or in cross-cutting tension gashes. This retro-
gression can be correlated with exhumation prior to the onset
of deposition of the Ndembera Group. Above the nonconfor-
mity the basal quartzitic portions of Ndembera Group display
only brittle behaviour, i.e. brittle fault planes and associated
slickenside striations with east-over-west transport developed
as shown in the summarizing sketch in Fig. 2f.

4.1.3. Basementegranitoids relationship (Mloa)
Paleoproterozoic retrogression and shear were partly ac-

companied by the emplacement of granitoids as exemplarily
shown for Mloa (Figs. 1b, 2gej). Here the WeE trending
shear zone (Fig. 2h) exhibits dextral shear at greenschist to
amphibolite facies conditions. Mafic magmatic enclaves (di-
orite xenoliths) frequently occur in the Usagaran granitoids
(Fig. 2i). In places, melts intrude a network of joined shear
and tension fabrics thereby disaggregating the host. In addi-
tion to above described shear sense indicators en-echelon
oriented tension gashes and extensional shear zones (ecc fab-
rics) developed during deformation phase 2 in this outcrop
(Fig. 2j). Granitoids and pegmatites intruded preferentially
these sites of tension. Besides this late-syntectonic granitoid
a variety of deformed and undeformed magmatic bodies
dated around 1.8e1.9 Ma intruded the basement (Wendt
et al., 1972). These multiple intrusions record a wide range
of structures and display different magmatic pulses during
progressive shear.

4.1.4. Undeformed cover (Magalilwa)
After cessation of deformation phase 2 the Magalilwa

Group was deposited. The exact age of sedimentation of the
Magalilwa Group is unknown but these sediments do not
show any features of Paleoproterozoic deformation. The
main rock types are coarse grained quartzitic conglomerates
and quartzitic sandstones showing original sediment struc-
tures, e.g. cross-bedding. The conglomerates contain re-depos-
ited sandstones and micro-conglomerates indicating at least
one cycle of erosion and sediment reworking during or after
the Usagaran orogenic cycle.

4.2. Microtextural analysis

In order to characterize the kinematics, flow geometry and
approximate temperature regime during shearing, we sampled
Qtz-bearing mylonites from the CTSB for a study on lattice
preferred orientation (LPO). Especially the quartz-rich sam-
ples of the Usagaran Belt were suitable for LPO analysis.

4.2.1. Basement (around Iringa)
In thin section quartz is located interstitially between re-

crystallized feldspar (Fig. 3a). Deformation mechanisms lead
to diffusion patterns with straight contact along migrating
grain boundaries of quartz. In the non-migmatic basement
gneisses K-feldspar is deformed by subgrain rotation (SR) de-
formation mechanism, quartz formed ribbons with grain
boundary migration (GBM) mechanism (Fig. 3b). Within the
Usagaran Basement high temperature deformed migmatites
and basement gneisses preserved ribbon type quartz deformed
under GBM and diffusion regimes. Typical for the samples
along the CTSB are c-axes cross-girdle distributions corre-
sponding to coaxial flow (Fig. 3c and corresponding thin sec-
tion Fig. 3d). High opening angles a above 120� are
interpreted as hint for high temperature at deformation phase
1. These pattern types are typically found in rocks deformed
at granulite facies deformation (e.g. Fritz et al., 1996). The ge-
ometry of associated hai-axes is less-distinctive in this repre-
sentative sample.

4.2.2. Basementecover relationship (Python Point)
LPO patterns from samples just below the nonconformity to

the Usagaran Ndembera volcanoesedimentary cover (outcrop
Python Point) display asymmetric girdle distribution (b¼ 29�)
compatible with dextral shear (Fig. 3e). Quartz c-axes patterns
display prism hai, rhomb hai and some basal hai glide. We in-
terpret this as progressive cooling from amphibolite to greens-
chist facies conditions that developed during deformation
phase 2, when the Usagaran Basement was exhumed. Rem-
nants of higher grade deformation are still preserved as prism
hai glide in the LPO pattern, lower grade deformation contrib-
utes to basal hai glide. In thin section successive stages during
retrogression are also documented from variable deformation
mechanisms in quartz and feldspar. High temperature shear
is supported from dynamically recrystallized feldspar with
core-mantle structures (SR) and quartz deformed within the
GBM regime. During cooling quartz grains were deformed
by SR and BG with strongly elongated grains (Fig. 3f). Lower
grade deformation stages are also indicated by saussuritisation
of brittle feldspar. Finally, chlorite coated tension gashes and
shear planes evolved at near surface conditions. The individual
quartz grains of the basal quartzites above the nonconformity
exhibit grain size reduction by fracturing and solution precip-
itation processes (Fig. 3g). Within the tuffs of the Ndembera
group magmatic minerals are well preserved, the only defor-
mation features are strain caps of sericite around



Fig. 4. Photomicrographs from thin sections with typical microstructures and mineral assemblages of the key areas for Neoproterozoic CTSB features in the

Usagaran Belt. (a) Along the southern margin of the Tanzania Craton highly fluid infiltrated rocks (quartzites and marbles of the Konse Group) are typical.

(b) The corresponding fabric elements from the Ruaha NP key outcrop. (c) The Chanderusi synform exhibits gold-bearing veins in highly sheared domains in

the centre of the synform core. The photo shows a small deposit with steeply dipping foliation planes that is mined for gold. (d) The structural data for the

Chanderusi synform show a NEeSW oriented fold pattern. (e) Schematic diagram summarizing the structural elements of Chanderusi. (f) One of the most spec-

tacular localities of Paleoproterozoic sediments showing Neoproterozoic deformation is Magalilwa. The schematic diagram shows that Magalilwa exposes

westward nappe sequences. The undeformed sediments occur in the core of the Magalilwa structure and are dominated by (g) coarse conglomerates, which contain

partly reworked pebbles or (h) quartzitic units with sandstones containing ripple marks. (i) Various strain intensities are seen in the Magalilwa sediments depending

on the position of sediments in the restraining bend. Extremely elongated conglomerate pebbles are found in the northern strike slip zone of the structure. (j) The

structural inventory (top to the west thrusts and WeE trending strike slip zones) is seen in the plot with foliation planes and stretching lineation.
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porphyroclasts and very mildly developed pressure seams
coated with sericite (Fig. 3h).

Along the CTSB in the Usagaran Belt only Paleoprotero-
zoic K/Ar mineral ages have been reported (Wendt et al.,
1972). The microstructures from samples below the noncon-
formity reflect syndeformational temperature conditions above
the Ar-retention temperature of ca. 400 �C. Thus all above de-
scribed LPO patterns are interpreted to have evolved during
Paleoproterozoic tectonic events.

4.2.3. Basementegranitoids relationship (Mloa)
Some of the Usagaran granitoids preserved high tempera-

ture solid state deformation with dynamic recrystallization of
feldspar and disc shaped quartz deformed at grain boundary
migration regime e similar to those shown in Fig. 3a, b. In
others the primary magmatic fabric is still preserved, feldspar
shows saussuritisation and quartz deformed by SR at low
strain. Undeformed granitoids exhibit clearly magmatic fab-
rics without hints for solid state deformation.

4.3. Summary of Paleoproterozoic tectonics
along the CTSB

The CTSB in the Usagaran Belt is dominated by steep foli-
ation and subhorizontal stretching as result of non-coaxial flow
at various conditions. No arguments for Paleoproterozoic thrust
tectonics have been observed. Paleoproterozoic tectonics along
the CTSB in the Usagaran can be subdivided into two deforma-
tional phases. The CTSB exhibits high temperature distributed
dextral shear that evolved during early tectonic activity (phase
1). This phase was characterized by vast migmatisation and in-
trusion of early granitoids. Strain was generally low during this
phase. Simultaneously with cooling and exhumation of rocks
close to surface, shear localized into distinct WeE trending
mylonite zones evolved at amphibolite to greenschist metamor-
phic conditions and higher strain (phase 2). Weakly deformed
granitoids intruded extensional sites of these shear zones. After
rock exhumation to surface a phase of sedimentation is docu-
mented by deposition of the Ndembera volcanoesedimentary
group and the Magalilwa Group. These sediments were deliv-
ered from the eroded basement. The final exhumation occurred
probably simultaneous with sedimentation as indicated by re-
deposited Paleoproterozoic conglomerates and sandstones.
Coevally with sedimentation late tectonic undeformed granit-
oids penetrated the crust.

5. Neoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB

Neoproterozoic tectonics affected both the Usagaran and
the Mozambique belts during a third deformational phase
that reactivated the CTSB. Syntectonic metamorphic condi-
tions increase eastwards along the CTSB with brittle to
greenschist metamorphic conditions within the Usagaran
Belt, increasing to upper amphibolite/granulite metamorphic
conditions within the Mozambique Belt. We first describe
the structural and metamorphic assemblies formed by the Neo-
proterozoic reactivation of the CTSB in the Usagaran Belt.
5.1. Neoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB
in the Usagaran Belt

5.1.1. Field observations and macrostructures
The Neoproterozoic deformation in the Usagaran Belt is

partitioned into strike slip zones and associated thrusts. Strike
slip is localized mainly along the WeE trending margin of the
Tanzanian Craton (along the Konse Group) and in fluid infil-
trated shear zones within the Ndembera Group (Chanderusi)
(Fig. 1c). Localized thrusts are best developed in the sedimen-
tary units of the Magalilwa Group.

The main WeE trending strike slip fault is located imme-
diately along the southern Craton margin. For example, in
the Ruaha National Park (Fig. 1c) intense solutioneprecipita-
tion processes formed rocks that partly contain up to 50%
quartz and carbonate veins (Fig. 4a). These gneisses are
heavily retrogressed during fluid assisted shear. Feldspar is al-
most entirely replaced by sericite, epidote and chlorite indicat-
ing deformation at greenschist facies conditions.

Where the Craton margin bends north this fault cuts the
Usagaran Belt north of Iringa and continues to the Mozambi-
que Belt. Parallel to the main fault system some WeE trend-
ing faults developed south of Iringa (Fig. 1c). Between these
WeE trending fault zones, NEeSW trending faults and folds
developed that incorporate slices of Ndembera volcanics. One
of these Ndembera shear slices, here referred as Chanderusi
synform (Fig. 1c), is a NEeSW trending fold structure with
an associated dextral, NEeSW trending shear zone in the syn-
form core (Fig. 4cee). Shearing and fluid infiltration gave rise
to a small vein type ore deposit with mobilisation of sulphide
and gold from the volcanics and precipitation within the fault
zone (Fig. 4c). Besides the strike slip tectonics some fault
plane solution data gave horizontal NWeSE oriented maxi-
mum principal stresses and subvertical minimum principal
stresses suggesting the presence of local thrusts. An example
for a thrust regime associated with general strike slip deforma-
tion is found in Magalilwa. In Magalilwa (Fig. 4f) the only
map scale east-over-west thrust is exposed along the CTSB.
The eastward dipping thrust juxtaposes partly undeformed
conglomerates, quartzitic sandstones and schists of Usagaran
cover onto the migmatic basement (Fig. 4g, h). The thrust is
bending northwards into a WeE striking steep shear zone
which is part of the CTSB (Fig. 4f, j). Significant strain hetero-
geneities occur in Magalilwa as shown by the conglomerates
(Fig. 4g, i). The frontal part of the thrust exhibits low WeE
stretch as seen from sheared pebbles seamed by shear bands of
muscovite. Approaching the northern shear zone strain inten-
sity becomes much higher and sedimentary bedding steepens
here defining the high strain northern dextral shear zone.
This thrust is interpreted as a restraining bend between dextral
shear zones.

5.1.2. Microtextural analysis
Along the Southern Craton margin low-grade strike slip de-

formation associated with fluid flow goes along with quartz c-
axes patterns showing basal hai glide (peripheral maxima) and
a flow geometry close to simple shear (pronounced external
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asymmetry of peripheral hai-axes) (Fig. 5). Some remnants of
older, higher grade deformation may be preserved in a relic
prism hai glide pattern. The kinematics derived from the exter-
nal asymmetry is clearly dextral (Fig. 5a, c). It should be men-
tioned that ductile quartz fabrics are later overprinted by brittle
dextral shear planes. Microstructures in both, the Ruaha NP
and the Chanderusi area, are dominated by SR in Qtz
(Fig. 5b, d). Pressure solution and precipitation can be com-
monly observed as well as widespread saussuritisation of
feldspar.

At the ridges of the Magalilwa hill LPO patterns show a
transition from east-over-west thrust geometry in the west to
dextral strike slip geometry in the north (Fig. 6aee). This ge-
ometry is best described as restraining bend during westward
displacement of nappes. The following observations can be
made from LPO patterns shown in Fig. 6aee.

(1) The asymmetry of c-axes indicates east-over-west shear
deformation along the western thrust (Fig. 6a, b) and dex-
tral strike slip deformation in the northern high strain zone
(Fig. 6cee). All hai-axes are single maxima oblique to the
foliation which again supports non-coaxial flow during top
to the west or dextral shear. This is consistent with shear
sense indicators observed in the field and in thin sections.

(2) In all cases hai-axes are distributed along the periphery of
the stereonet indicating plane strain.

(3) Quartz c-axes patterns show dominantly single girdle dis-
tributions oblique to the foliation. There is only a weak
tendency to evolve cross-girdles as seen from subordi-
nately developed legs in the internal asymmetry. This
again suggests dominance of non-coaxial flow.
(4) The c-axes patterns suggest simultaneous activity of three
glide planes. Prism hai glide is seen in maxima around the
Y-axes, rhomb hai glide to maxima between the centre (Y )
and periphery of the stereonet and basal hai to peripheral
maxima.

Magalilwa is an excellent example for the contiguity be-
tween the thrusting and strike slip regimes of deformational
phase 3. Together with changing kinematics we observed
a strong strain gradient with mildly deformed pebbles along
the western thrust (Rf< 2) over strained pebbles with
2< Rf< 5 in the transition zone between thrust and strike
slip domain and very high strained pebbles (Rf> 10) along
the northern strike slip zone (Fig. 4g, i).

The accessibility of strain data allows a detailed study on
texture evolution and vorticity. For steady-state plane strain
isochoric deformation, the mean vorticity (Wm) is a function
of the angle b and the finite strain (Rf) (Wallis, 1992; Grase-
mann et al., 1999). In Magalilwa strain is recorded in quartz
pebbles that have been analysed together with lattice preferred
orientation patterns. Almost independent of strain magnitude
the central segment of quartz c-axes occupies angles between
15� and 23� to the trace of the foliation. When strain data and
b-angles are plotted (Fig. 6f; for analytical details see Grase-
mann et al., 1999), a clear trend is seen from simple shear
dominated flow (Wm close to 1) in the northern high strain
strike slip domain towards enhanced contribution of pure shear
component (Wm¼ 0.4e0.6) within the western thrust domain.
One example within the western thrust domain (Fig. 6c) has
a low b-angle of 8�. This goes along with more pronounced
cross-girdle distribution compared to the other samples and
Fig. 5. Pole figures of LPO of quartz (hci- and corresponding hai-axes) for Neoproterozoic deformational phases found along the CTSB in the Usagaran. Thin

sections of the quartz fabric for the samples are added. MB378 and MB402: Craton Margin in the Ruaha National Park.
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Fig. 6. An example for the Neoproterozoic strain gradient in the CTSB is well preserved in the Paleoproterozoic sediments of the Magalilwa Group. (aee) From

thrust (upper left) to strike slip (lower right) and from low strain (R:3) to high strain (R:15). (f) Rf e b diagram (after Grasemann et al., 1999) showing the increase

of vorticity from strike slip to thrust geometry. (gei) Representative photomicrographs for Magalilwa. (g) A micaceous sandstone from the Magalilwa Group that

was mildly metamorphosed with sec fabrics defined by asymmetric Qtz grains with Ms in between. Displacement is top W in this thin section. (h) An argument for

the precursor rocks from the Magalilwa sediments is shown in this section. Central portions of Magalilwa contain coarse grained sandstones with relics of Pl in-

dicating that the Usagaran granitoids might have contributed to these sediments. (i) The typical deformation mechanism of Qtz in these rocks is subgrain rotation

(SR).
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also supports a higher contribution of non-coaxial flow along
the western thrust domain.

We supplemented three thin sections from the Magalilwa
samples (Fig. 6gei). Fig. 6g shows a micaceous sandstone
that was mildly metamorphosed with an sec fabric defined
by asymmetric Qtz grains with Ms in between. Displacement
is top W in this thin section. Wendt et al. (1972) dated white
mica from a sericite phyllite and received pre-Neoproterozoic
white mica ages for the Rb/Sr System (1283� 35 Ma) and
Neoproterozoic ages (515e550 Ma) for the K/Ar System.
This suggests temperature conditions below the closure tem-
perature of white mica of ca. 500 �C and above the Ar-reten-
tion temperature of 400 �C for the deformation (McDougall
and Harrison, 1988; Paquette et al., 1989) and allows the as-
sumption of a Neoproterozoic deformation age in Magalilwa.

Fig. 6h shows that in some coarse grained sandstones rem-
nants of altered magmatic plagioclase can be found that sug-
gest the erosion of an igneous source, probably the magmatic
Usagaran Basement.

The quartz patterns have evolved at upper greenschist meta-
morphic conditions, which is in concordance with dominant
SR mechanism in quartz and with geochronological data
(Fig. 6i).

5.2. Neoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB
in the Mozambique Belt

The CTSB in the Mozambique Belt is less accessible com-
pared to the Usagaran Belt, because of several difficulties.
Firstly, large parts of the shear belt are located in the Ud-
zungwa Mountains National Park which is a forest reserve.
Secondly, no good geological maps are available and thirdly,
shear is distributed over tens of kilometres and no distinct lo-
calized shear zone can be defined. The main Neoproterozoic
CTSB is traced from Ilula eastwards. It roughly follows the
Lukozi River and continues across the Udzungwa Mountains
to the Ruaha River valley until Kidatu (Fig. 1c). Within the
Kilombero Valley the CTSB is cut discontinuously by the
Phanerozoic Karoo rift sediments (Nilsen et al., 2001). Further
east the Ruaha River cuts the Eastern Granulites and follows
a WeE oriented shear zone into areas that have not been
studied at all (hardly accessible parts of the Selous Game
Reserve). Nevertheless, CTSB structures are found along
several road cuts along the Lukozi and Ruaha river valleys
west of Mikumi and along the road to Kidatu power plant
(Fig. 1c). From these road cuts the following key outcrops are
discussed.

5.2.1. Field observations and macrostructures
The structural inventory of the Mozambique Belt differs

significantly from the Usagaran Belt (Fritz et al., 2005; Vogt
et al., 2006). North of the CTSB top to the west fold and thrust
tectonics is characteristic, whereas south of the CTSB WeE
trending steep shear zones dominate. Fritz et al. (2005) defined
the CTSB as a boundary shear zone separating the northern
and southern tectonic domains. In the Western Granulites the
CTSB is a ductile mylonite zone with a bundle of parallel
shear zones (Fig. 1c). In domains between shear zones WeE
stretch and folding with WeE fold axes are observed. The
boundary between the Usagaran and the Mozambique Belt
shows a complex pattern of thrusts and associated shear zones.
The combination of Neoproterozoic thrusts and strike slip
shear zones formed a staircase pattern along this margin
(Fig. 1a). This geometry can be explained as restraining bends
between strike slip zones, in a larger scale similar to the situ-
ation at Magalilwa.

Whereas the kinematics of the CTSB within in the Usa-
garan Belt is dextral simple shear, the flow geometry in the
Western Granulites is pure shear dominated with less distinct
shear sense indicators. From map scale and dominant struc-
tures a major dextral sense of shear can be inferred. The
CTSB in the Western Granulites is of Neoproterozoic age
and exhibits a strong temperature gradient ranging from
greenschist facies conditions in the west up to granulite facies
conditions in the east (Fig. 7).

Close to the boundary between Usagaran and Mozambique
Belts semi-ductile fabrics occur in the area around Iringa
(Fig. 7a). Along this structural boundary the trace of the
CTSB is disaggregated into various zones of complex geo-
metry formed by the partitioning of deformation into thrusts
and strike slip zones. In the westernmost part of the Western
Granulites next to Ilula foliation planes trend NE (Fig. 7b)
but also NW trending vertical zones can be found. Fabric
elements in this key area are complex, to some extent, because
of the deflection around a rigid Paleoproterozoic pluton
(Fig. 1c). Another example for the influence of the CTSB is
shown in the location Ruaha River (Figs. 1c, 7c). The mig-
matic gneisses of the Ruaha River road cut show top to the
NW asymmetric folds that are slightly stretched in NEeSW
direction (Fig. 7d). Additionally, foliation planes are slightly
folded and stretched into WeE direction. Approaching the
CTSB the NE trend turns into a WeE orientation. Northwards
of the CTSB the NE trend turns into a NeS direction repre-
senting Pan-African thrusts of the Western Granulites north
of the Ruaha River (Fig. 1c). Within the Lukozi River area HT
shear and localized melt fabrics occur (Fig. 7e). Also dextral
shear sense is inferred from asymmetric folds in the Lukozi
area. The road to Kidatu power plant exhibits the CTSB as a
clearly WeE trending zone of stretched folds in outcrop scale
but also in a regional scale as shown in Fig. 7g, h. The gran-
ulites and migmatic gneisses of Kidatu exhibit some flat-lying
fold limbs (Fig. 7h). However, the majority of fold limbs and
strike slip zones is steeply dipping N with dextral shear sense
indicators (deformed feldspar clasts).

5.2.2. Microtextural analysis
Within the CTSB in the Mozambique Belt conditions

grade from amphibolite facies along the boundary between
Usagaran to Mozambique Belt to upper amphibolite/granu-
lite facies further east. Quartz LPO patterns reflect this sce-
nario. Close to the Usagaran Mozambique boundary (Ilula)
quartz c-axes show a combination of basal hai, rhomb hai and
prism hai glide (Fig. 8a). c-Axes display slightly asymmetric
cross-girdle distribution with a moderate opening angle of
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Fig. 7. Representative outcrop photographs and structural data from locations, where the Neoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB in the Mozambique Belt is seen.

(a) This example is from the area around Iringa (close to the boundary to the Mozambique Belt) where semi-ductile fabrics can be associated with the

Neoproterozoic overprint of the pre-existing highly ductile Usagaran fabric. (b) Further east the structural imprint is shown from Ilula. (c) Towards the Ruaha

River section the degree of metamorphic grade increases in the Western Granulites eastwards and the structures are slightly stretched into WeE orientation.

(d) A shear zone in the westernmost portions of the Western Granulites (Lukozi River) shows indicators for dextral shear e e.g. sheared migmatic folds. (f)

The corresponding structural plot for this outcrop. (g) Stretched fold limbs in dm-scale with dextral shear sense are found in Kidatu. (h) The folding with devel-

opment of steeply oriented northwards dipping shear zones is represented by the foliation planes and lineation from Kidatu.
a¼ 95� between peripheral legs. Quartz hai-axes show two
maxima asymmetrically arranged around X. This indicates
a contribution of non-coaxial flow. The kinematics of this
sample suggests oblique thrusting of Mozambique onto Usa-
garan units. Deformation mechanisms in quartz are SR and
GBM (Fig. 8b). c-Axes patterns within the Ruaha valley dis-
play typical granulite facies patterns (Fig. 8c, d) with
symmetric cross-girdle distribution and extremely high open-
ing angle a (105�). Here quartz c-axes have been measured
by U-stage technique. In thin sections the Neoproterozoic
fabrics show diffusion patterns in quartz with disc shape
and GBM of feldspar (Fig. 8d). This deformation regime
continues along the Ruaha River valley to the easternmost
outcrops at Kidatu.
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Fig. 8. Pole figures of LPO of quartz (hci- and corresponding hai-axes) for Neoproterozoic deformational phases found along the CTSB in the Mozambique Belt.

MB211, Ruaha valley; MB202, Ilula.
5.2.3. Summary of Neoproterozoic tectonics along the CTSB
The Paleoproterozoic CTSB has been reactivated by a defor-

mational phase in the Neoproterozoic (phase 3). The boundary
between Mozambique and Usagaran Belts is generally domi-
nated by a combination of thrusting and strike slip along the
CTSB. This is in contrast to predominately strike slip tectonics
in the Paleoproterozoic. A gradient in syntectonic metamor-
phism from west to east from greenschist to granulite facies
conditions is observed along the CTSB. West of Iringa faults
and associated slickensides are dominant, close to Iringa first
semi-ductile fabrics evolve and approaching the Mozambique
Belt ductile fabrics become dominant. This is also reflected
in the deformation mechanisms in quartz changing from BG
over SR to GBM and diffusion processes. The structural obser-
vations in the Western Granulites indicate that shear was
accompanied by dominant WeE stretch that re-orientated the
previously formed fabric. Fold axes rotated towards the stretch-
ing direction and shear zones developed along steep fold limbs
grading into dextral strike slip zones.

6. Discussion

6.1. General implications from LPO patterns

Models suggest temperature dependence of preferentially
active glide systems in quartz. Our study shows a good agree-
ment between temperatures derived from LPO with tempera-
tures derived from deformation mechanisms (Stipp et al.,
2002). Basal hai glide has been found in elongated quartz
grains with bulging mechanism, rhomb hai glide typifies the
SR and GBM mechanisms. Prism hai glide has been found
in ribbon quartz with dominantly GBM and diffusion.

It has also been proposed that, in coaxial flow, a temperature
increase leads to an increase of the opening angle a. Together
with the increase of the opening angle a, the angle b decreases
systematically in our stereo plots. From west to east along the
Neoproterozoic CTSB the angle a increases from 55� (Usa-
garan) over 95� (Usagaran/Mozambique Belt boundary) to
108� (Western Granulites) and the angle b decreases from
23� over 16� to almost 0� (Fig. 9aec). An increase of the
opening angle a and a decrease of the angle b go along with
a decrease of vorticity with rising temperatures. This vorticity
decrease from around 1 (simple shear) to 0 (pure shear) is
shown in Fig. 9d. Required strain (Rf) data were not available
so we roughly assumed a strain variation between Rf¼ 5 and 8
to qualitatively distinguish between pure shear and simple
shear dominated domains. Temperature variation obviously in-
fluences shear localization as we found localized non-coaxial
shear in the western low temperature domain and highly dis-
tributed coaxial shear in the eastern high temperature CTSB.

6.2. The role of the Tanzania Craton for the CTSB

The shape of the Tanzania Craton played a major role in the
formation of both the Neoproterozoic and Paleoproterozoic
shear belts defining the long-lived CTSB. The indenter
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geometry of the rigid Tanzania Craton controlled shear local-
ization parallel and along the southern WeE trending Craton
margin. In the entire Usagaran CTSB NNWeSSE trending
subvertical quartz tension gashes are compatible with dextral
shear. Some older pegmatite veins with NWeSE to WeE ori-
entation have been synthetically rotated during Neoprotero-
zoic shear (Fig. 10). Fault plane solution data show dextral
strike slip with NWeSE oriented maximum principal stress
axes and NEeSW minimum principal stress axes (Fig. 10).

Oblique Paleoproterozoic island arc accretion released in
tensional structures at low stress segments around the Craton
giving space to magma emplacement. Therefore much of the
Paleoproterozoic deformation in the Usagaran was achieved
by melt enhanced deformation. Strike slip zones are vastly in-
vaded by syntectonic granitoids. Large portions of the granit-
oids display magmatic flow without hints for solid state
deformation. Low strain volume diffusion type deformation
and coaxial flow suggest distributed shear in softened crust.
This contrasts the Neoproterozoic deformation that occurred
only at solid state conditions in a mechanically stronger crust.
The Neoproterozoic CTSB is interpreted as a release structure
(counterflow shear zone after Talbot, 1999) that evolved during
overall crustal thickening in the stress shadow of the indenting
Tanzania Craton. This counterflow shear zone penetrated the
upper crust in the west (Craton margin) and extends to the
crust/mantle boundary in the eastern orogen root zone. A meta-
morphic gradient with widely different textures is preserved
along the CTSB from W to E. This goes along with a different
style of shear zones. Localized non-coaxial shear (plane strain)
occurs at upper crustal low temperature deformation and dis-
tributed coaxial shear occurs at lower crustal high temperature
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Fig. 9. Idealized sketches with skeletons of LPO quartz patterns derived from

the typical samples along the CTSB. (aec) Evolutionary trends in syndeforma-

tive temperature derived from LPO patterns of quartz following the methods of

Kruhl (1996) and Law et al. (2004). (c) Vorticity analysis using LPO texture of

quartz using a diagram Rf versus b (after Grasemann et al., 1999).
deformation (three-dimensional deformation). The CTSB pro-
vides an excellent example where shear deformation may be
traced over some hundreds of kilometres with changing rheol-
ogy and crustal penetration depth along strike.

6.3. Exhumation histories along the CTSB

Two periods of exhumation can be distinguished along the
CTSB. A Paleoproterozoic exhumation phase up to the surface
is related to distributed wrench tectonics. There is not much
known about the exhumation history that brought the Usa-
garan Basement to the surface. Amphibolite facies rocks had
to be brought to the surface during the Paleoproterozoic before
onset of Ndembera and Magalilwa sedimentation. At final
exhumation stages the amount of exhumation was low as indi-
cated by shallow level plutons. Hence the Paleoproterozoic
sediments that were deposited in the course of rock exhuma-
tion might still be preserved nearby the denudation centre.
This contrasts the Neoproterozoic exhumation that is mainly
related to thrust tectonics which exposed, in the eastern units,
high-pressure granulites close to the surface (Fritz et al.,
2005). When exhumation is balanced by erosion, the erosion
rates must have been high in the Neoproterozoic and large vol-
umes of sediments have been removed. This might explain
why Neoproterozoic molasse sediments are largely absent
within the Mozambique Belt.

6.4. General regional implications for the two
Proterozoic belts

The two Proterozoic orogenic belts can be distinguished on
the basis of several criteria.
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(1) Since the studies of Wendt et al. (1972) the rough geome-
try of the boundary between two belts is known from the
distribution of metamorphic age groups that document
a Neoproterozoic, Pan-African thermal front overprinting
rocks with Paleoproterozoic ages.

(2) Another criterion is the extreme difference in the tectonic
style. The structures of the Usagaran Belt are character-
ized by strike slip zones with vertical foliation planes.
The Mozambique Belt, in contrast, is best described as
top to the west thrust and fold belt with generally flat-lying
foliation transposed by the WeE trending CTSB.

(3) Tectonic transport of units in the Usagaran is limited to
strike slip shear with little displacement. There is no indica-
tion of a spatial metamorphic gradient in the HT basement
of the study area. By contrast, the Mozambique Belt ex-
poses a metamorphic gradient from western lower amphib-
olite facies to eastern granulite facies. This gradient arose
from nappe transport along deepening decollement levels
over many kilometres onto the Tanzanian Craton and the
pre-existing Usagaran Belt (Fritz et al., 2005).

(4) In the southern Usagaran large volumes of syn- to post-de-
formational intrusive rocks were emplaced coeval with
strike slip tectonics. This is in strong contrast to the
Mozambique Belt where mainly highly deformed and
metamorphosed rocks occur.

Daly (1988) has outlined in a kinematic study on the Uben-
dian Belt that much of Proterozoic plate tectonics is char-
acterized by horizontal displacements. Based on a study of
Shackleton and Ries (1984) on kinematics of the Usagaran
Belt, Daly (1988) argued that the Ubendian tectonics resolved
in the formation of vertical shear zones between different ter-
ranes along the Tanzania Craton whereas coevally the Usa-
garan Belt was formed by thrusting onto the Tanzania
Craton. Our study agrees with the idea of Daly (1988) that Pa-
leoproterozoic tectonics (Usagaran and Ubendian systems) is
characterized by the formation of steep shear zones around
or between Archean Cratons. However, we do not agree with
Usagaran thrust tectonics as the majority of Usagaran struc-
tures is vertically oriented. Some minor thrusts have been
found, however, these can be related to the Neoproterozoic
overprint along the CTSB by localized thrusts (e.g. Magalilwa
Group).

All these differences show that there are major differences
in the tectonic evolution of both belts and plate tectonics did
not remain uniform during the whole Proterozoic.

7. Conclusions

The CTSB is considered as wrench zone where shear was
initially localized along the stiff Tanzanian Craton during
the Paleoproterozoic and subsequently reactivated during the
Neoproterozoic orogeny. The deformational events within
the CTSB can be subdivided into several phases.

Phase 1: Paleoproterozoic distributed HT shear in the Usa-
garan Basement:
A migmatic, NE trending foliation in the basement is the pre-
dominant structural feature indicating a HT-tectonometamorphic
event. Quartz c-axes typify coaxial high temperature shear.
Diffusion mechanisms in quartz point to high temperatures,
strain and strain rate is considered low because in situ melts
still form networks. The minimum age of this event is 1.9 Ga
being older than Ndembera volcanics and Usagaran granitoids.

Phase 2: Paleoproterozoic exhumation:
The Usagaran Basement experienced exhumation before the
deposition of the Ndembera volcanics. Exhumation was re-
lated to dextral strike slip tectonics along WeE trending shear
planes. LPO patterns are typical for lower temperature defor-
mation. Shape preferred quartz deformed by SR and bulging
indicates retrogression down to greenschist facies conditions.
Temperature decrease goes along with the documented in-
crease of vorticity and strain. In some places granitoid melts
with still preserved magmatic fabrics intruded the basement
along the CTSB and enabled local melt enhanced deformation.
The ca. 1.9 Ga age of exhumation is constrained by the subse-
quent sedimentation of the Ndembera Group.

The retrogressed sequences below the nonconformity indi-
cate an exhumation phase before onset of the sedimentation of
the Ndembera Group. This Paleoproterozoic exhumation
phase can also be inferred from sediments of the Konse and
Magalilwa Groups.

Phase 3: Neoproterozoic localized thrusting and strike slip in
the Usagaran:
Localized, low temperature highly partitioned deformation is
the common feature of Neoproterozoic tectonics in the Usa-
garan. (1) Bundles of discrete WeE trending brittle to ductile
dextral strike slip faults define the CTSB. Associated is open
NEeSW trending folding (Chanderusi synform) that post-
dates deposition of Ndembera volcanics. (2) Top to the west
thrusts and associated dextral strike slip zones with a strong
strain and vorticity gradient (Magalilwa) are interpreted as re-
straining bend between strike slip domains. The quartz LPO
patterns are typically oblique single girdles. Deformation
mechanisms include solution and precipitation processes in
the west and SR in eastern high strain domains. At the bound-
ary to the Mozambique Belt cross-girdles with moderate open-
ing angles suggest deformation at elevated temperatures and
a contribution of coaxial flow.

Phase 3: Neoproterozoic distributed strike slip in the Western
Granulites of the Mozambique Belt:
Distributed high temperature dextral shear transposing thrusts
characterizes the CTSB in the Western Granulites. The step-
shaped Usagaran/Mozambique Belt boundary is a result of
macro-scale restraining bends between strike slip domains.
From the western Mozambique Belt boundary to the east an
increase in temperature and increase of coaxiality can be ob-
served. Dynamically recrystallized feldspars and disc quartz
display very high temperature deformation in the east. This
goes along with change from amphibolite to granulite facies
deformation.
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